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Barnett raptor fx3 reviews

Pros: - Look at it easily - Light and narrow - Powerful enough for any legal game in N. America Cons: - Only comes with 3 arrows - Quiver only has 3 arrows - Strings break frequently and at first in xbow usably hunting hunt? Deer, Alces Hunt? Moose, bear hunting? Shooting in white? Today's Online Prices:Compare
Recommended Prices:Best Barnett Crossbows Welcome to our crossbow review. Each package delivered by Barnett includes the following elements: the Barnett Raptor 4×32 Multi-Reticle Scope 3-arrow quiver 3 20 Headhunter Rope Cocking Device Mounting Tools and Hardware Owner's Manual Warranty Card
Mounting the Raptor I spent a few minutes examining the owner's manual, and then I got to work putting my new x-together bow. The Raptor goes together quite easily; Install the elevator at the base, place the foot stirrup, and then mount the tremor and range. I only spent about 15 minutes putting this baby together,
and I went straight into range to see and start testing the power and accuracy of the bow. How powerful and accurate is it? Seeing the Raptor was an exercise in frustration, not because of problems with the scope, but because of problems with the crossbow itself. After my first shot, the crossbow rope broke and slapped
me in the face. When I received my replacement crossbow, the same thing happened, but I managed to get 3 shots at this time. Barnett's third crossbow, after about three weeks of waiting for the different replacements to arrive, finally stayed in one piece long enough to see and test. Seeing in the third Raptor was quite
easy, requiring only 3 shots to have each shot in the bull's eye. After that, the crossbow gave me half-inch to 40-yard clusters, and 1-50-yard and 60-yard clusters. The crossbow is quite powerful, too, bombing 97 ft. Lbs. energy; that's enough energy to push my target block if there's nothing pointing it up, and all my shots
cleared through the target block. In my last shot with the third crossbow, the rope broke again. Countdown, I had a 1 shot with the first crossbow, three shots with the second crossbow, and a dozen and a half shots with the third crossbow. It's not good news for this crossbow, and I never bothered to take it hunting. Use
our arrow ballistics calculator to get more valuable information. Ballistic data for Barnett Raptor's speed reduction kinetic energy hunting requirements Your actual results will vary slightly depending on the weather, and significantly with the arrow weight change. See our Crossbow Ballistics Guides section for an
understanding how we conduct our tests and why this data is important. Do hunters love the Raptor? If the crossbow were reliable, it would be great for hunting. It's an 18-wide nude, so it's great to go through weeds and trees, trees, weighs only 6.5 pounds. So you're not going to wear the crossbow through the woods.
Unfortunately, the problem with string snap is a pretty serious safety issue, so I wouldn't take the xbow out on the field. It's a shame, really, because I was hoping to pocket a decent dollar with this crossbow, based on what I'd seen in my trail cameras during the month I was testing the Raptor. Cocking The Barnett Raptor



The drawing on this arc is just 150 pounds, so you could draw it easily by hand. It is a nice and soft drawing, but I always recommend using a rope cocking device when cocking a crossbow. You just get a much more reliable, consistent, and even draw when using a rope cocking device. Crossbow Range The range that
comes with the Barnett Raptor is a 4×32 multi-grid range. It looks very easily; in fact, it's almost sighted right outside the box. I've used this particular range model before in other more reliable crossbows, and stayed faithful for months between sightings. The range is quite fog resistant, and the clarity of the target is
excellent. The ability to capture light is simply mediocre, however, so the range is quite useless in low light conditions. Check out our detailed guide on how to see Bolts Barnett crossbow includes 3 20 headhunter arrows with the Raptor. These are decent enough arrows, but I would recommend upgrading to Carbon
Express or Firebolt arrows instead. Keep arrows of 20 to 400 grains or more, and you're golden. You can also learn more about crossbow arrows and take a look at our safety and design widehead recommendations Barnett Raptor's safety and fire mechanisms work perfectly every time, and the bow looks pretty good.
However, something is wrong with manufacturing and the crossbow suffers from broken strings much more often than any crossbow should. He had a total of three Raptors, and the strings broke in each and every one of them in a few shots. With this poor safety record, this crossbow seems to be a lawsuit waiting to
happen. Barnett Warranty offers a 3-year warranty on all your crossbows. Their customer service representatives are friendly and knowledgeable, and they were quick to send replacement crossbows when the ropes broke in mine. That said, they tried to send replacement chains, first, I had to make it clear that I didn't
feel the problem was with the strings, but with the crossbow itself. Still, three crossbows with three broken strings is my limit, and I finally returned the crossbow for a refund. Which crossbow case fits the Raptor Barnett? The Barnett it's on the smaller side in terms of arcs, so the Allen Company case will work fine. It goes
for about 30 bucks. A more pleasant soft box for around $70 is the Carbon Express luxury case; however, it does not suit all A third option, of course, is the Barnett case (Model 17083). Crossbow Review – Summary Thank you for reading our crossbow review. This is a nice-looking crossbow, but safety flaws and broken
strings eventually led to a returned crossbow and a change to a different make and model. I can't recommend this crossbow to anyone for any reason. Check out today'amazon.com price on this crossbow and check out our top 10 crossbow ranking for more. The Barnett Raptor FX3 crossbow is basically an improved
version of the Barnett Recruit (click for Review), so it's a very good crossbow for beginners looking to buy their first crossbow without breaking the bank. Unlike the Recruit, the Raptor FX3 comes in an elegant camouflage finish and fires faster bolts at 330 fps with a little more drawing weight behind each bolt than the
Recruit.This is a very compact arc with only 6.4 pounds in weight and 18th wide, making it a great tree stand or blind crossbow. Best of all, it was Made in America.Build &amp; QualityFor the price, the Barnett Raptor FX3 comes with a surprising amount of interesting features that make it a great buy. This bow comes
with an adjustable stock, so it is a great arc to measure various size hunters, including women and children. This arc also comes with a built-in thumb protector, pre-installed tactical rail for additional accessories, CCD port that allows easy installation of a crank cocking device, and dry anti-fire mechanism. The raptor
FX3's fit and finish is excellent and can definitely be used as a daily hunting crossbow even for expert level hunters. There are a few to this arch. First, the Raptor FX3 is noisy! That said, as long as you're less than 30 or 40 yards from the deer or moose, it's not really going to take into account the success of your shot.
However, it is important to note that it is strong enough when it would probably be of concern about shots in the range of 50 to 60 yards. When a crossbow is strong, it scares the deer before the arrow reaches the deer. If the arrow does not reach the deer in time, the deer escapes (i.e. distance and speed determine it).
Secondly, it is necessary to use a rope cocking device or c device screwed with this crossbow because of how narrow it is. How fast can the Barnett Raptor FX3 crossbow fire? The Barnett Raptor FX3 fires 330 feet per second, which is fast enough to come out on any fighter. Although 330 fps is not the fastest composite
crossbow out there, with many reaching more than 400 fps, the speed is a little overrated for a crossbow, and when you're planning hunting the way they were meant to be used (i.e. within 50 yards). How much does the Barnett Raptor FX3 weigh? At just 6.4 pounds, this crossbow is a compact, lightweight crossbow
that's perfect for any size shooter. We usually like to recommend beginners start with a crossbow that weighs 7 7 or less, making the Barnett Raptor FX3 a perfect choice from a weight perspective. How compact is the Raptor FX3 xbow? The Raptor FX3 measures only 18 inches wide and 34.25 inches long, making it
easy to maneuver on a tree stand or deer ground blind. What is the draw weight on the Barnett Raptor FX3? Weighing just 150 pounds, the Raptor FX3 is one of the easiest cock crossbows that is still able to be used as a serious hunting crossbow.  With 150 pounds of cocking effort, and only 75 pounds when using a
rope rooster, the Barnett Raptor FX3 can be used by any no-fight size shooter, so it's the perfect crossbow for beginners looking to get into the sport. What size arrows do I need to use with my Barnett Raptor FX3? The Barnett Raptor FX3 crossbow uses 20 bolts. Is the Barnett Raptor FX3 a good hunting crossbow? The
Barnett Raptor FX3 is a great crossbow for hunting on a blind foot or tree due to its low traction weight, the ability to fit a civena basket device, and a small, compact design.  With the ability to fire bolts up to 330fps, the Raptor FX3 is capable of killing any animal in North America.Bottom LineOverall, the Barnett Raptor
FX3 is a good priced beginner's bow with lots of features that will allow you to use it and customize it to your liking.  It is one of the best crossbows for children on the market, but the great thing about the Raptor FX3 is that it is also a great expert level crossbow for those looking for a compact composite crossbow to use
on a tree stand or ground blind. At just 6.4 pounds and only 18 pounds wide, the Raptor FX3 is one of the most compact crossbows out there and has a pretty nice and balanced feel when shooting.  If you are looking for things to grip on this bow, definitely the fact that it is required a rope cocking device would make that
list.  Although this really shouldn't be a problem for most, it's something that potentially has a chance to cause problems if for any reason you lost your rope cocking device in the field and it's necessary for cock.&gt;&gt; Click here to check the price &lt;&lt; &lt;&lt;
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